
5-11-2024 USPA Masterclass #54 Zoom Chat: 
 French Radiesthesia, The Subtle Energy Spectrum, And Radionics with Dan Mangum. 

Time Attendee Comment 

0:19:08 Beth K. Reacted to 💜💜💜 love and bles... with "❤️" 

0:19:10 David E. 😇 

0:23:58 Dan M https://harmonicenergyworks.com/https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BRQMYJNR 

0:24:16 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "https://harmonicener..." with ❤️ 

0:24:33 Julie B. Reacted to "https://harmonicener..." with 🥰 

0:29:10 Malena I. How did they know that he died from exposure from negative green? 

0:29:40 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "How did they know th..."He was found mummified to death in his lab 

0:30:55 Malena I. Replying to "How did they know th..."Thank you! Can you tell me the name of the the 
discoverer who died this way? I am interested in learning about this negative green. I 
wonder where in nature it is found and how to protect ourselves from them. 

0:30:55 Whittni G. Just started biogeometry training this morning  :) 

0:31:32 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Just started biogeom..." with ❤️ 

0:31:35 Pamela A.  How can I learn more about the biogeometry training?  is it too late to join? 

0:32:14 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "Just started biogeom..."BioGeometry is a great thing to learn. I've been 
using it for a number of years. 

0:32:26 Malena I. What kind of stone was protective? Would that be shungite? 

0:32:57 Michael S. Replying to "How can I learn more..."https://www.biogeometry.ca/courses-events 

0:33:10 Pamela A.  Reacted to "https://www.biogeo..." with ❤️ 

0:33:56 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "How did they know th..."@Malena Iansiti the Vertical Negative Green is 
found in fault lines, and geopathic stress zones. The Horizontal Negative Green is 
found in underground water sources, and sacred power spots 

0:34:37 Gene G. The Correas have identified the entire spectrum of these non-electromagnetic electric 
waves and how their interaction with matter creates the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Please see www.aetherometry.com for their discovery of massfree energy, yes, the 
aether. 

0:34:43 Emmanuel 
F. 

Yup! lots of the pyramids sold in crystal shops and Etsy are geopathic 

0:35:17 Daniel T. Reacted to "The Correas have ide..." with 👍 

0:35:25 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "The Correas have ide..." with ❤️ 

0:35:29 Malena I. I have meditated in my copper pyramid and now want to know if I have been exposing 
myself to negative green. Are there any good books to learn about negative green? 

0:36:19 Malena I. Reacted to "The Correas have ide..." with ❤️ 

0:36:48 Intelli T.  How does one intensify the presence of a horizontal french color 

0:37:11 Ann R. Reacted to "I have meditated in ..." with 👍 



0:37:40 Lalita S. Subtle green is that a color to avoid in clothes , painting homes etc.? 

0:38:33 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "Subtle green is that..."It's called "negative green" because it has an 
opposite phase relation to the visible color of green 

0:38:55 Michael S. Reacted to "It's called "negativ..." with 👍🏻 

0:39:18 Ann R. Reacted to "It's called "negativ..." with 👍🏻 

0:39:47 Sandra M. In french NEGative GReen was named GRIS, (GREY) 

0:40:13 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "In french NEGative G..." with 👍 

0:40:23 Sandra M. Robert Gilbert at Vesica Institute teaches Biogeometry 

0:40:49 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "In french NEGative G..."I've seen some French radiesthesia books where it 
was called "Infra-Vert" 

0:40:54 Sandra M. The center of Labyrinth at Chakra dowses out as BG3: 

0:41:00 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Robert Gilbert at Ve..." with ❤️ 

0:41:08 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "The center of Labyri..." with ❤️ 

0:41:33 Allan P. An amazing building to visit, vibe that will stay with you 

0:41:41 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "An amazing building ..." with ❤️ 

0:41:45 Lauren P.  There r translations thru vesica.org 

0:41:50 Sandra M. Center of Labryinth dowses as Ibrahams BG3. 

0:41:59 Malena I. Reacted to "@Malena Iansiti the …" with ❤️ 

0:42:25 Sandra M. BG3 is Higher harmonic of gold,  ultra violet and negative green. 

0:42:35 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "BG3 is Higher harmon..." with ❤️ 

0:43:02 Whittni G. Replying to "How can I learn more…You can ask Registration@biogeometry.com 

0:43:30 USPA Reacted to "Robert Gilbert at Ve..." with ❤️ 

0:43:55 Emmanuel 
F. 

Cats are also attracted to geopathic stress zones. They have the ability to transmute 
the energy. If your cat is sleeping on your electronics, it might not be for warmth, but 
rather to protect you from the radiation. 

0:44:04 Malena I. How about the green auroras? Are they negative green? 

0:44:14 Malena I. Reacted to "Cats are also attrac…" with ❤️ 

0:44:19 P. B. Reacted to "Cats are also attrac..." with ❤️ 

0:44:36 Trina C.  Reacted to "How about the green ..." with 👍 

0:44:43 Pamela A.  I find electro-culture very effective ~ 

0:44:46 Trina C.  Replying to "How about the green ..."good questiion 

0:45:00 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "How about the green ..."The color green doesn't necessarily contain 
negative green. Negative green should be thought of more as a longitudinal 
compression wave 

0:45:06 USPA Reacted to "An amazing building ..." with ❤️ 

0:45:23 USPA Reacted to "There r translations..." with 👍 

0:45:24 Michael S. Reacted to "The color green does..." with 👍🏻 

0:45:26 Lalita S. How to remove neg green in yard? 

0:45:32 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "How about the green ..."Compression waves have different phase angles 
and propagation vectors (hence the distinction between Horizontal and Vertical bands) 



0:45:45 Pamela A.  Reacted to "The color green do..." with 👍 

0:45:50 USPA Reacted to "BG3 is Higher harmon..." with ❤️ 

0:46:42 Susan K. Reacted to "Cats are also attrac..." with ❤️ 

0:47:03 USPA Reacted to "Cats are also attrac..." with 👍 

0:47:04 Carlos P. But how can you be so sure of the existence of these energies? How do you 
detect/measure them? 

0:47:10 Intelli T.  who are the other french researchers into radiesthesia, in addition to debelizal and 
chaumery 

0:47:43 Pamela A.  Reacted to "It's called "negat..." with 👍 

0:48:01 Susan K. So  is the fungi not beneficial to use or consume? 

0:48:07 Sandra M. You can detect them with a Virtual Cone pendulum. 

0:48:12 Intelli T.  Replying to "But how can you be s..."https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4H1qQ6xva8M 

0:48:13 Lalita S. How do you analyse for the colors. 

0:48:15 Emmanuel 
F. 

If you get into Dan Winter's work, he points out that red and blue have a phase 
conjunction that supports photosynthesis in plants. Green is rejected by plants because 
the color has destructive wave interference that they can't process. So there may be 
some link with the wave mechanics of the color green, and it's relation to the 
longitudinal negative green 

0:48:26 Pamela A.  Reacted to "Cats are also attr..." with ❤️ 

0:49:00 Lalita S. Is it OK to have compost in the house? 

0:49:05 Malena I. Reacted to "who are the other fr…" with ❤️ 

0:49:46 Malena I. Reacted to "If you get into Dan …" with ❤️ 

0:49:58 Nate H. Reacted to If you get into Dan ... with "❤️" 

0:50:04 Intelli T.  Replying to "How do you analyse f..."https://www.biogeometryshop.com/product-
page/horizontal-and-vertical-pendulum-set 

0:50:16 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "https://www.biogeome..." with ❤️ 

0:51:35 Trina C.  Replying to "But how can you be s..."thank you. 

0:51:46 Brian A. Bruce Copen wrote a book in 1975 entitled NEGATIVE GREEN. 

0:51:54 Gaylene 
K. 

So when you broadcast they don’t get the negative green but the negative green is 
what gets it there? 

0:52:23 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "https://www.youtube...." with ❤️ 

0:52:33 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "But how can you be s..."@intelli trance I love Jerry Gin's work!! 

0:53:16 Sandra M. One of the French Devices is the Univeral Pendulum. 

0:53:20 Earl L. I have constructed a pentagram pyramid 12 feet high using 76.345 degrees. I have 
found the water change. More silky and calming. 

0:53:36 Sandra M. The NEgative green band is wide. It includes Xrays. 

0:53:44 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "I have constructed a..." with ❤️ 

0:53:57 Pamela A.  Reacted to "I have constructed..." with ❤️ 

0:54:04 Sandra M. you can Mummify meat in a Pyramid. 

0:54:32 Nate H. Reacted to you can Mummify meat... with "😂" 

0:54:43 Nate H. Replying to "you can Mummify meat..." Love this. 



0:54:55 Michael S. BioGeometery Horizontal and Verticle Pendulum Set Manual 
https://www.biogeometry.ca/_files/ugd/35c39f_705ecd0126124ee1937ab50c560a094a.
pdf 

0:55:00 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "BioGeometery Horizon..." with ❤️ 

0:55:50 Emmanuel 
F. 

The electrification of our planet is the reason we have the Hartmann Grid. 

0:57:01 Nate H. Replying to "But how can you be s..." Try getting a pendul... 

0:57:23 Pamela A.  Reacted to "BioGeometery Horiz..." with ❤️ 

0:57:28 Gaylene 
K. 

Replying to "But how can you be s…"When you are broadcasting are you receiving 
negative energy because you are broadcasting in your home? 

0:57:47 Lalita S. Guideline to modify house shape to make it safe? Simple 

0:58:04 Alice B. I work from the knowing that anything that has been created can be uncreated and 
recreated… 

0:58:08 Jill v. Why is orgone energy negative ? 

0:58:23 Intelli T.  what is the best medium to transmit the french horizontal colors? air, vavuum, metal, 
water , etc? 

0:58:40 Pamela A.  Reacted to "I work from the kn..." with 👍 

0:59:02 Gaylene 
K. 

If your radionics device uses organize are you getting negative energy? 

0:59:09 Laurel M. Replying to "Why is orgone energy..."I think it was ‘negative orgone energy’ not that all 
organ energy is negative. 

0:59:19 David E. Can you show the books again? 

0:59:26 Malena I. Can you post a link to those books please? 

1:00:27 Veronica 
S. 

Hello, I'm a USPA member,buy live in Mexico, can I get that book sent? 

1:00:56 Pamela A.  Thank you for the clarification 

1:01:49 Intelli T.  https://www.vesica.org/product/turenne-pendulum/ 

1:01:57 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "https://www.vesica.o..." with ❤️ 

1:02:22 Nate H. Reacted to https://www.vesica.o... with "❤️" 

1:02:58 Michael S. Replying to "Guideline to modify ..."The BG Home Kit is designed for this and does not 
take training to use. Stock varies between various BG retailers 
https://www.biogeometryshop.com/product-page/home-energy-balancing-kit-1-cube 

1:03:11 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "The BG Home Kit is d..." with ❤️ 

1:03:24 Intelli T.  https://www.baj-pendulums.co.uk/product/virtual-cone-pendulum/ 

1:03:46 Earl L. I made my Dowsing rods,  2 pieces of copper spun one right one left. The length from 
tip of fingers to elbow with a right angle at the wrist. There is a right and left using the 
Right hand rule and Left hand rule. 



1:04:16 Daniel T. Our USPA friend, Mary Hardy, and her late husband Dean, built a large pyramid near 
Grand Rapids, MI, several years ago, to research extensively. This culminated in a 
book they co-authored with the well-known Canadian dowsers, Kenneth and Marjorie 
Killich, called "Pyramid Energy: The Philosophy of God, The Science of Man." 

1:04:27 Sandra M. There is a book in English 

1:04:33 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Our USPA friend, Mar..." with ❤️ 

1:04:34 Pamela A.  Reacted to "I made my Dowsing ..." with ❤️ 

1:04:55 Pamela A.  Reacted to "Our USPA friend, M..." with ❤️ 

1:05:14 Sandra M. Workbook of New Dowsing .that shows all the Radiethesia pendulums from Pola 
available  froazonnd, Bookm am 

1:05:39 Sandra M. Pendulums from Poland 

1:05:46 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Pendulums from Polan..." with ❤️ 

1:06:10 Lalita S. Other places in the world with high concentration of neg green. 

1:06:45 Sandra M. Sold in Uk by Baj Pendulums, EMerald Innovations,  in USA from Divining Mind, and 
Intuitive Dowsing.  All run by Polish people. 

1:07:12 Intelli T.  Replying to "Other places in the ..."The shadow side of the earth during the night, and 
positive green during the day 

1:08:00 Lauren P.  Reacted to "There r translations…" with 👍 

1:08:10 Pamela A.  Thank you for clarifying 

1:08:44 Brandon I. plants have copper that interacts with plasmons 

1:08:58 Emmanuel 
F. 

It is potentially dangerous to be trying to measure VNG. When the pendulum spins, it's 
because it's using your aura for detection, which means you've become resonant with 
the VNG source you're measuring. 

1:09:01 Pamela A.  Reacted to "plants have copper..." with ❤️ 

1:09:13 Intelli T.  check out the author Antonio Rodrigues 

1:09:19 Michael S. Reacted to "It is potentially da..." with 👍🏻 

1:09:39 Brandon I. volcano plots in photoelectrochemistry review the copper, silver and of course gold 
nanoparticle interactions, do some reading into zoorastrians and use of gold. 

1:10:20 Brandon I. Reacted to "It is potentially ..." with 👍🏻 

1:10:39 Whittni G. Reacted to "Cats are also attrac…" with 👍 

1:11:35 Intelli T.  https://www.baj-pendulums.co.uk/product/universal-pendulum-6-6/ 

1:12:14 Sandra M. Baj pendulums uk sells the  wooden version and ships to usa 

1:12:24 Pamela A.  magnetic is horizontal ? or vertical? 

1:12:26 Earl L. Reacted to "It is potentially da..." with 👍🏻 

1:12:27 Brandon I. the horizontal and vertical applies in the far-field transverse wave forms in physics, 
however near-field gets into scalar as scott knows. 

1:12:40 Intelli T.  Replying to "magnetic is horizont..."horizontal 

1:12:48 Sandra M. magnetic is horizontal 

1:12:58 Pamela A.  Reacted to "magnetic is horizo..." with ❤️ 



1:14:03 Malena I. Maybe the Greek letters are for brainwaves? Alpha, beta, theta, delta, gamma? 

1:14:33 Brandon I. Reacted to "Maybe the Greek le..." with 😲 

1:14:42 Nate H. Replying to "Maybe the Greek lett..." I'm glad you caught ... 

1:14:45 Trina C.  so what is it that negative green does? I arrived later. what is the significance of 
negative green 

1:14:46 Nate H. Replying to "Maybe the Greek lett..." 👏 👏 👏 

1:14:53 Nate H. Reacted to Maybe the Greek lett... with "😲" 

1:14:55 Sandra M. tthe greek letters refer to the specific frequency within the negative green band.  Alicja 
Aratyn at Intuitiive Dowsing teaches what the are. 

1:15:00 P. B. Is WIFI and Bluetooth negative green? 

1:15:06 Intelli T.  https://www.amazon.com/Radiestesia-Pr%C3%A1tica-Ilustrada-Portuguese-Rodrigues-
ebook/dp/B00B0WTY4U/ref=sr_1_3?sr=8-3 

1:16:10 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "so what is it that n...The "negative green" is a longitudinal compression 
wave. 

1:16:49 USPA Reacted to "Our USPA friend, Mar..." with ❤️ 

1:16:52 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "Is WIFI and Bluetoot..."Most EMF sources test for strong VNG emissions 

1:16:56 Malena I. So is negative green electric (vertical) and positive green magnetic (horizontal)? 

1:16:56 Michael S. BioGeometery Horizontal and Verticle Pendulum Set Manual 
https://www.biogeometry.ca/_files/ugd/35c39f_705ecd0126124ee1937ab50c560a094a.
pdf 

1:17:12 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "BioGeometery Horizon..." with ❤️ 

1:17:15 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "So is negative green..." with ❤️ 

1:17:21 Intelli T.  https://www.vesica.org/product/neutral-pendulum/ 

1:17:34 Malena I. Reacted to "BioGeometery Horizon…" with ❤️ 

1:17:38 Trina C.  Replying to "So is negative green..."good question 

1:18:36 Emmanuel 
F. 

I use a neutral pendulum when I go shopping for groceries! 😅 

1:18:37 Sandra M. You can also use the  French Colour wheel  which is available to Print from Divin[ng 
Mind. I used to have a version in French. You dowse the colour wheel and then confirm 
with the Virtual cone. Saves time. 

1:18:55 Pamela A.  Reacted to "I use a neutral pe..." with 😂 

1:19:00 Janet G. The checking general vitality pendulum-where might you suggest that can be found? 

1:19:24 Intelli T.  Replying to "So is negative green..."there i horizontal / magnetic negative greenvertical 
/ electric negative green horizontal / magnetic positive greenvertical / electric positive 
green 

1:19:29 Brandon I. have you ever had on body scalar transmitters in near-field and experimented with the 
pendulumns? 

1:19:58 Intelli T.  which hebrew letter correlates to which french color 

1:20:53 Michael S. Question for Dan: Older magicians such as Franz Bardon would refer to the “Magnetic” 
and “Electric” Fluids. Were they referring to horizontal and vertical waves? 



1:20:54 Sandra M. La Fortunae in Mexico sell a Hebrew pendulum., They have developed new 
Radiethesia pendulums sold on French websites.. 

1:21:24 Earl L. Replying to "have you ever had on..."I have a spooky scaler unit on all the time. What 
effects are you getting.  ? 

1:21:34 Intelli T.  https://www.vesica.org/product/bg-16-bg3-pendulum-small/ 

1:21:50 Beth K. The energy of the Hebrew letters by Rav Berg 

1:22:05 Daniel T. Our USPA friend in the U.K., Bogdan Jochym, is well versed in several "classical" 
pendulums, such as the Universal, etc., and can provide some instruction as well:  
Emerald Innovations – Radionic Devices and Pendulums 

1:22:09 Nate H. Reacted to The energy of the He... with "❤️" 

1:22:43 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Our USPA friend in t..." with ❤️ 

1:23:06 Brandon I. has anyone done sedimentary or granitic rock substructure "+" or "-" and intersections 
between various basins at the BG3 energy sites? 

1:23:47 Sandra M. Ultaviolet is frequently missing from ancient sites. They shut them down and 
extinguished the UV that is needed to connect to the higher realms. Hence you need 
VC to check what is there and what is missing. 

1:23:50 Intelli T.  Reacted to "The energy of the He..." with ❤️ 

1:24:18 Ann R. Replying to "Ultaviolet is freque..."Interesting! 

1:24:42 Trina C.  this is all just fascinating 

1:24:59 Malena I. Replying to "Ultaviolet is freque…What is VC? 

1:25:29 Pamela A.  the electrical vertical? 

1:26:01 Emmanuel 
F. 

I've detected VNG in things like black mold, and toxic industrial chemicals 

1:26:08 Sandra M. virtual cone pendulum is known as VC pendulum. 

1:26:17 Intelli T.  Replying to "The energy of the He..."Thank you! 

1:26:27 Pamela A.  Reacted to "I've detected VNG ..." with 👍 

1:26:28 Emmanuel 
F. 

VNG seems to have a general vibrational quality of toxicity 

1:27:35 Julian N. Do you know anything about the “Atlantis ring” symbol? 

1:27:43 Malena I. Couldn’t you use Shungite for the necklace or pendulum? 

1:27:55 Malena I. Reacted to "virtual cone pendulu…" with ❤️ 

1:27:55 Pamela A.  Reacted to "Couldn’t you use ..." with 👍 

1:28:07 Emmanuel 
F. 

It's possible to make 2D energy tools, if you include extra geometry in their design to 
keep them clear. I use torus field geometry a lot  in my work. 

1:28:09 Lalita S. what shapes clear themselves 

1:28:17 Malena I. Reacted to "what shapes clear th…" with ❤️ 

1:28:23 Sandra M. vertical negative green will kill cancer. you dont want to LIVE at a sacred site . but you 
can treat cancer by sitting next to the Font in Winchester Cathedral that emits Negative 
green. Energy viewers see the Negative green emission as GREy snog. 

1:28:39 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "Do you know anything..."The Atlantis Ring is a powerful BG3 producer 



1:29:00 Earl L. Replying to "Couldn’t you use Shu..."Shungite needs to be under pressure to work 
properly. 

1:29:08 Intelli T.  Replying to "what shapes clear th..."tensor ring 

1:29:13 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "what shapes clear th..."torus field 

1:29:30 Earl L. Reacted to "tensor ring" with 👍 

1:29:39 CMC T. How do you correct? Can you repeat? 

1:29:53 Trina C.  trhat is great info. thanks 

1:29:58 Z. Z. Replying to "How did they know th..."or just mark the half way mark on the base. do't 
need to do whole side 

1:30:02 Sandra M. The Atlantis ring and pendulum has the Atlantis symbol on it. that symbol protects from 
Negative green emissions. You can use the pendulum to clear space. 

1:30:14 Whittni G. That was a great bit of advice, gratitude 

1:30:20 Brandon I. Reacted to "That was a great b..." with 👍 

1:30:22 Beth K. Reacted to Thank you! with "❤️" 

1:30:34 Trina C.  Reacted to "That was a great bit..." with ❤️ 

1:30:55 Sandra M. the atlantis does not emit BG3. 

1:31:25 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "the atlantis does no..."The ones I've tested did! 

1:32:03 Intelli T.  https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/karnak-black/ 

1:32:03 Julian N. @sandra, if the Atlantis is designed correctly, it does 🙂 

1:32:07 Michael S. yeah those ancient pendulums are everywhere in ancient egyptian archeological sites 

1:32:07 Sandra M. DOnt buy it if it emits BG3 since the Negative green is not beneficial 

1:32:15 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "@sandra, if the Atla..." with ❤️ 

1:32:40 Brian A. Bruce Copen book: NEGATIVE GREEN, is out of print. Can be found online.   
https://pdfcoffee.com/negative-greenpdf-pdf-free.html 

1:33:21 Intelli T.  christopher hills also wrote about negative green 

1:33:53 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "DOnt buy it if it em..."This is WRONG advice. You're not distinguishing 
between the deadly VNG, and the beneficial HNG. Sacred power spots will always 
have BG3, which includes HNG. 

1:33:57 Brandon I. here's how those shapes that clear themselves scavenge nanoparticles as an FYI 
(toroids): https://electrostasis.substack.com/p/bioenergetics-117-toroid-properties 

1:33:58 Pamela A.  I didn't catch the names - did anyone else get them? 

1:34:21 John N. I’d love to know how to use the Turenne pendulum to detect the direction of the wave - 
that was mentioned but I’d love to see an example 

1:34:22 Brian A. what are some paper symbols or sigils that can block VNG? 

1:34:44 Pamela A.  Reacted to "here's how those s..." with 👍 

1:35:00 Joanna K. Intuitivedowsing.com Has good quality pendulums There’s a Karnak but it separates in 
parts for storage. 

1:35:06 Sandra M. Robert Gilbert and KArim use a so called L symbol. 



1:35:38 Brandon I. Argon is used in plasma treatments for tissues (e.g. under high voltage it turns into a 
plasma) 

1:35:40 Veronica 
S. 

Reacted to Bruce Copen book: NE... with "🙏" 

1:36:01 Intelli T.  Replying to "I didn't catch the n..."DeBelizal Chaumery KarimEnel Dinshah Goethe 
Kayzer Mermet 

1:36:05 Shawn H. https://www.scribd.com/document/411971283/Negative-Green-by-Christopher-Hills 

1:36:11 Sandra M. Magenta is also good for curing cancer. 

1:36:25 Jill v. But Magenta is a highly spiritual colour 

1:36:42 Intelli T.  Replying to "I’d love to know how..."look at vesica's vibrational spectrum courses 

1:36:43 Laurel M. Have you heard of the theory that green and pink are the same color? 

1:36:48 Lalita S. so is magenta color bad 

1:36:52 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "what are some paper ..."VNG doesn't get blocked, it gets transmuted. Most 
types of sacred geometry are capable of doing this, however the paper will get 
impregnated with dense energy within days or even hours. You need to us additional 
geometry to keep it energetically clear. It's not easy work to do but it is possible. 

1:36:59 Brian A. https://pdfcoffee.com/negative-green-by-christopher-hills-pdf-free.html 

1:37:40 Pamela A.  Reacted to "DeBelizaChaumery..." with 👏 

1:37:55 Pamela A.  Replying to "I didn't catch the..."Thank YOU 

1:38:10 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "DeBeliza Chaume K..." with ❤️ 

1:38:16 Brandon I. Here is the Argon + voltage in medical use case, our team is replicating the experiment 
published in 2024 in Australia Electrochemically Enhanced Antimicrobial Action of 
Plasma-Activated Poly(Vinyl Alcohol) Hydrogel Dressings Sumyea Sabrin,* Sung-Ha 
Hong, Sushil Kumar KC, Jun-Seok Oh, Ainslie L.K. Derrick-Roberts, Debabrata K. 
Karmokar, Habibullah Habibullah, Robert D. Short, Bhagirath Ghimire, Robert Fitridge, 
and Endre J. Szili* 

1:38:27 Brian A. Was it not mentioned that a stone / paper shielding can absorb VNG?\ 

1:38:42 Intelli T.  Reacted to "Here is the Argon + ..." with ❤️ 

1:38:43 Jill v. I understood orgone energy was positive 

1:38:49 Sandra M. Saints who spent their lives in sacred sites mummified themselves. 

1:38:51 Pamela A.  Reacted to "Here is the Argon ..." with ❤️ 

1:38:55 Julian N. I believe the Atlantis symbol negates VNG? 

1:38:59 David E. Is their a way to rectify or reflect V-Neg Green EM emissions? 

1:39:13 Malena I. Can you tell us again which pendulum will tell us whether there is negative green 
present? 

1:39:28 Brandon I. can you shield the far-field EMF with near-field scalar transmitters that send out an 
imprinted signature? 

1:39:38 Intelli T.  Replying to "Is their a way to re..."look up biogeometry or vesica.org 



1:39:39 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "Is their a way to re...es. This is what the profession of geomancy deals 
with. 

1:40:21 Sandra M. The Virtual cone is used to detect Vertical or Positive Negative green. You reverse the 
small ring. 

1:41:00 Sandra M. You command the Virtural cone:  Please DETECT. 

1:41:02 Intelli T.  Replying to "Can you tell us agai..."https://www.vesica.org/product/horizontal-and-
vertical-pendulum-set/ 

1:41:34 Malena I. Reacted to "https://www.vesica.o…" with ❤️ 

1:41:40 Malena I. Replying to "Can you tell us agai…Thank you! 

1:41:45 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "https://www.vesica.o..." with ❤️ 

1:41:46 Sandra M. The VC will also Emit but not very effective. Takes a long time . 

1:42:15 Joanna K. Can negative green be applied  for anything beneficial at all? 

1:42:44 Sara R: Can wearing shungite pendant help protect against the neg green? 

1:42:51 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "Can negative green b..."Horizontal Negative Green can be used for all 
kinds of beneficial purposes. 

1:43:35 Intelli T.  Replying to "Can wearing shungite..."wear salt to protect against negative green 

1:43:47 Trina C.  Replying to "Can wearing shungite..."what salts? 

1:44:01 Intelli T.  Replying to "Can wearing shungite..."table salt Sodium Chloride 

1:44:01 Pamela A.  Reacted to "Can wearing shungi..." with 👍 

1:44:12 Trina C.  Replying to "Can wearing shungite..."Epsom salt? 

1:44:17 Sara R: Replying to "Can wearing shungite…How to wear it? How long will the effect last? 

1:44:30 Trina C.  Reacted to "How to wear it? How ..." with 👍 

1:44:40 Brandon I. Meyl (from Germany) educated the Spooky team on near-field. Look to Meyl in 
Germany for detailed information on the near-field. 

1:44:52 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Meyl (from Germany) ..." with ❤️ 

1:44:53 Pat M. Replying to "Can wearing shungite..."You could buy salt rocks, I guess 

1:45:15 Intelli T.  Replying to "Can wearing shungite..."table salt sodium chloride emits positive green. 
since paper gets saturated, how about put salt in a paper pouch and staple it shut 

1:45:30 David E. Can an Orgone box filter or shield V-Neg Green? 

1:45:51 Emmanuel 
F. 

L90s don't produce VNG. They transmute VNG into BG3 

1:45:51 Intelli T.  Replying to "Can wearing shungite..."personally i wear a tensor ring necklace 

1:46:03 Intelli T.  Replying to "Can an Orgone box fi..."no 

1:46:13 Intelli T.  Replying to "Can an Orgone box fi..."check oranour experiment 

1:46:16 Brandon I. when we talk about shapes, etc. I think the catch-all for that is called a "pattern" and 
there are 2D, 3D+ patterns that interact with "the vacuum" from my understanding. 

1:46:23 Trina C.  Reacted to "personally i wear a ..." with ❤️ 



1:46:33 D. W.  What about the blood electrification device of Beck? Is that just hitting your blood with 
negative green energy via the electrification? 

1:46:54 Sara R: Replying to "Can wearing shungite…"What type of tensor ring do you wear (since there 
are different ones like cubit…etc)? 

1:47:10 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "when we talk about s..." with 👍 

1:47:26 Michael S. BG Electrical strip on power cord will also eliminate V-G 

1:47:28 Pamela A.  sun gazing - yes 

1:47:34 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "BG Electrical strip ..." with ❤️ 

1:47:42 Intelli T.  Replying to "Can wearing shungite..i made a ring that fit a dowel rod, i think its 1 inch 
wide dowel 

1:48:11 Intelli T.  Replying to "Can wearing shungite..."if you wanted to get precise, use radiesthesia to 
peasure the size of the ring 

1:48:15 Brandon I. night / day time has different ionosphere layers (e.g. more during daytime than night). 

1:48:31 Sara R: Replying to "Can wearing shungite…Thanks 

1:48:42 Pat M. Replying to "Can wearing shungite..."BG Electrical strip on power cord will also 
eliminate V-GBG means? 

1:49:08 Intelli T.  Where were historical sources of BG3? 

1:49:15 Brandon I. I studied geochemistry at UNR wolfpack - will take the basins as a task if anyone would 
like that info published will do some briefs on it 

1:49:31 Trina C.  Reacted to "I studied geochemist..." with 👍 

1:49:43 Brian A. Paper on Geopathic stress: 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232031975_Use_of_Dowsing_and_Geo-
Resistivity_meter_For_Detection_of_Geopathic_Stress_Zone 

1:49:53 Brandon I. #NAME? 

1:49:58 Joanna K. Replying to "Can negative green b…"@Emmanuel Fischer  where can I learn more 
about that? 

1:50:17 Intelli T.  Replying to "What about the blood..."i wrapped a pouch of salt arount the wire to 
remove the vertical negative green on my beck unit 

1:50:38 Brandon I. Reacted to "Paper on Geopathic..." with 👍 

1:51:39 Intelli T.  please talk about abbe mermet :) 

1:51:41 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "Can negative green b..."@Joanna Krop The BioGeometry Foundation 
training is great way to learn how to directly apply subtle energy principles. 

1:51:42 USPA Thanks to Neddy Ludwig for sponsoring todays class 

1:51:52 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Thanks to Neddy Ludw..." with ❤️ 

1:52:04 Pamela A.  Reacted to "Thanks to Neddy Lu..." with ❤️ 

1:52:08 Intelli T.  Reacted to "Thanks to Neddy Ludw..." with ❤️ 

1:52:09 USPA Please join USPA to support these classes and more!!!  psychotronics.org 

1:52:10 Susan K. Reacted to "Thanks to Neddy Ludw..." with ❤️ 

1:52:16 Susan K. Reacted to "Please join USPA to ..." with ❤️ 



1:52:17 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Please join USPA to ..." with ❤️ 

1:52:27 Brandon I. Reacted to "Please join USPA t..." with ❤️ 

1:52:28 Trina C.  Reacted to "Please join USPA to ..." with ❤️ 

1:52:38 Susan K. Reacted to "@Joanna Krop The Bio..." with 👍 

1:52:41 Trina C.  Reacted to "Thanks to Neddy Ludw..." with ❤️ 

1:53:09 Julie B. Reacted to "Please join USPA to ..." with ❤️ 

1:53:19 Brandon I. Reacted to "Thanks to Neddy Lu..." with ❤️ 

1:53:20 Julie B. Reacted to "Thanks to Neddy Ludw..." with ❤️ 

1:53:56 Intelli T.  Reacted to "Please join USPA to ..." with ❤️ 

1:54:38 Brandon I. Thank you for this useful information regarding "negative" green horizontal (magnetic) 
and vertical (electric) components . The near-field and far-field from my experience is a 
useful way to view EMF spectrum. 

1:55:15 Julian N. I think Dan is onto something - what we have classified as “scalar” is likely based in 
torsion wave mechanics 

1:55:26 Pamela A.  yes 

1:55:43 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "I think Dan is onto ..." with 👍 

1:56:23 Trina C.  Reacted to "I think Dan is onto ..." with 👍 

1:56:24 Brandon I. Julian correct, here is a brief in the clear on "torsion wave" k-
meyl.de/go/Primaerliteratur/About_Vortex_Physics_and_Vortex_Losses.pdf 

1:56:24 Malena I. What is the best book or resource to learn how to use a radionics machine and what it 
can do? 

1:56:29 Julian N. Holographic field=torsion field 

1:56:34 Brandon I. Temperature is a scalar FYI 

1:56:43 Brandon I. (e.g. heat source) 

1:56:56 Intelli T.  Replying to "What is the best boo..."look up Kelly Research Technologies 

1:57:05 Pamela A.  Is the spiritiual carrier wave neutrinos 'traveling' in the aether - I'm considering it so 

1:57:14 Malena I. Reacted to "look up Kelly Resear…" with ❤️ 

1:57:19 Malena I. Replying to "What is the best boo…"Thank you 

1:57:24 Nate H. Lol scalar portal? 🤣 

1:58:08 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Julian correct, here..." with ❤️ 

1:58:31 Malena I. There are scalar wave broadcasters and devices on etsy. And scalar wave apps in the 
apple app store. How do we know they are safe? 

1:58:53 Malena I. Replying to "Temperature is a sca…"Interesting! 

1:59:19 Daniel T. The Hebrew Letters of Light researcher was Stan Tenen, who had the Meru 
Foundation... 

1:59:36 Intelli T.  Reacted to "The Hebrew Letters o..." with ❤️ 

1:59:55 Sara R: How to protect against the vertical neg green? 

2:00:25 Intelli T.  Replying to "What is the best boo..."Also look up pete radatti 

2:00:30 Gayle B. Replying to "What is the best boo..." A Fun Course In Begi... 



2:00:43 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "There are scalar wav..."I would see what is written about what kind of 
vibrational testing has been done on them. Or do your own vibrational testing. 

2:00:50 Michael S. Reacted to "look up Kelly Resear..." with 👍🏻 

2:00:53 Malena I. Reacted to "Also look up pete ra..." with ❤️ 

2:01:13 Malena I. Reacted to "A Fun Course In Begi…" with ❤️ 

2:02:07 Malena I. Does anyone know if HAARP broadcasts negative green? 

2:02:23 Brandon I. food is a huge concern, that's why I've been researching and building "imprinting" with 
near-field non-transverse waves 

2:02:26 Joanna K. So if you are a healer working with very sick (dying) ppl -you are around vertical 
negative green? How do you mitigate this for yourself? 

2:02:34 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "food is a huge conce..." with ❤️ 

2:02:44 Trina C.  Replying to "So if you are a heal..."great question. 

2:03:08 Malena I. Reacted to "I would see what is …" with 👌 

2:03:13 P. B. Reacted to "Does anyone know if ..." with 😯 

2:03:21 Malena I. Reacted to "food is a huge conce…" with ❤️ 

2:03:25 Brandon I. Reacted to "So if you are a he..." with 👍 

2:03:29 Intelli T.  Replying to "So if you are a heal..."look into biogeometry, and pranic healing 

2:03:42 Trina C.  Reacted to "look into biogeometr..." with ❤️ 

2:04:06 Michael S. Adding a BG electrical strip to your Beck device or other machines, will negate the V-G 
and also add BG3 to the output of the device. BG3 has no polarity and will “balance 
anything” 

2:04:15 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Adding a BG electric..." with ❤️ 

2:04:23 Intelli T.  Any information on Abbe Mermet? he preceded Chaumery and Debelizal 

2:04:46 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "Adding a BG electric..."You could also a BG L90. 

2:05:00 Brandon I. HAARP also sends ELF 

2:05:03 Sky D.  Pls show your hebrew pendulum? 

2:05:04 Brandon I. (e.g. psionic) 

2:05:08 Eliza W. Yellow jacket is attracted to the negative green generation as the screen is filming the 
speaker. ;) Can’t wait to check out his work. 

2:05:10 Trina C.  your blutooth earbuds? 

2:05:22 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "Adding a BG electric..."You could also *use* a BG L90 

2:05:25 Shawn H. Replying to "So if you are a heal..."bg3 jewelry 

2:05:30 Nate H. Replying to "your blutooth earbud..." Especially those 

2:05:42 Pamela A.  Reacted to "Especially those" with 👍 

2:05:46 Brandon I. Here is a useful publication on ELF https://borderlandsciences.org/journal/topic/elf.html 

2:05:52 Brandon I. be ethical with this knowledge. 

2:06:14 Shawn H. Replying to "So if you are a heal..."https://www.vesica.org/product-category/vesica-
shop/biogeometry/biogeometry-jewelry/ 



2:06:29 Malena I. So the CMEs and solar flares have negative green as well. 

2:06:45 Julian N. Dr. Claude Swanson (has even done a USPA talk)  I believe does the best job of 
synthesizing the work of radionics, biogeometry, torsion, holography etc. 

2:06:49 Pamela A.  That's beautiful ! 

2:07:00 CMC T. Where do you get that pendant? 

2:07:03 Malena I. Reacted to "Here is a useful pub…" with ❤️ 

2:07:11 Malena I. Reacted to "be ethical with this…" with ❤️ 

2:07:13 Trina C.  Reacted to "Where do you get tha..." with ❤️ 

2:07:18 Trina C.  Reacted to "Where do you get tha..." with 🤓 

2:07:21 Malena I. Reacted to "Dr. Claude Swanson (…" with ❤️ 

2:07:32 Shawn H. Replying to "So if you are a heal..."biosignatures... 

2:07:33 Emmanuel 
F. 

Replying to "your blutooth earbud..."Bluetooth headphones definitely produce VNG. I 
have a set I use specifically for testing my mitigation protocols. If you're going to be 
using Bluetooth devices, you'll need to have an EMF harmonizer that's able to do 
remote balancing. 

2:07:40 Intelli T.  Replying to "So the CMEs and sola..."usually the sun emits positive green 

2:07:43 Pamela A.  Reacted to "So the CMEs and so..." with ❤️ 

2:07:51 Pamela A.  Reacted to "Where do you get t..." with ❤️ 

2:08:01 Michael S. Replying to "Adding a BG electric..."L90s are good, I like electrical strips after a power 
adapter. You can always test the output of any device and correction with a BG16 
pendulum 

2:08:08 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Dr. Claude Swanson (..." with ❤️ 

2:08:16 Daniel T. Replying to "Dr. Claude Swanson (..."Agreed! 👍 

2:08:41 Brandon I. will have to check out the field of biogeometry (2D/3D) (e.g. patterns). Thank you for 
sharing that expertise. Sidenote, northshore Hawai'i had an "interesting experience 
circa 2001 while camping at night). 

2:08:52 Intelli T.  Replying to "Where do you get tha..."https://www.biogeometryshop.com/product-
page/electro-stress-pendant-sterling-silver 

2:09:01 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "L90s are good, I lik..." with ❤️ 

2:09:13 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "will have to check o..." with ❤️ 

2:09:14 Malena I. I saw this today: Notice: Upcoming HAARP ;ionospheric tests from Alaska - 8th to 10th 
May 2024; Research Campaign HAARP HIGH-FREQUENCY ACTIVE AURORAL 
RESEARCH PROGRAM; MAY 8-10, 2024; Operated by the Geophysical Institute at 
the University of Alaska FairbanksALASKA High-frequency Active Auroral Research 
Program;(HAARP) is based in Alaska and it's a high-power, high frequency (HF) 
transmitter for studying the ionosphere The principal instrument is a phased array of 
180 HF crossed-dipole antennas capable of radiating 3.6 megawatts into the upper 
atmosphere and ionosphere. Transmit frequencies are selectable in the 

2:09:15 CMC T. Replying to "Where do you get tha…"🙏🙏🙏 



2:09:23 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "https://www.biogeome..." with ❤️ 

2:09:50 Pamela A.  Reacted to "I saw this today:..." with 👍 

2:09:51 Julian N. 3 books 

2:09:52 Malena I. Reacted to "https://www.biogeome…" with ❤️ 

2:09:56 Intelli T.  Reacted to "🙏🙏🙏" with ❤️ 

2:10:44 Brandon I. Here is the world's largest HAARP, from R&D groups can lease time on it. The one in 
Alaska is also accessible (e.g. university runs it with some private group last I checked). 
Neurohacking 428: ELF Waves Transmitter Global Locations & ChinaCCP's Psionic 
"Brain" War on America (substack.com) 

2:10:51 Pamela A.  Replying to "I saw this today:..."where did you see that? 

2:11:13 Julian N. https://synchronizeduniverse.com/books/science-of-the-soul/ 

2:11:17 Malena I. Replying to "I saw this today:N…I saw it posted on social media 

2:11:24 Daniel T. Life Force, the Scientific Basis: Volume 2 of the Synchronized Universe: Claude 
Swanson: 9780974526140: Amazon.com: Books 

2:11:31 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "https://synchronized..." with ❤️ 

2:11:35 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "Life Force, the Scie..." with ❤️ 

2:12:08 Genevieve 
C. 

Thank you. 

2:12:12 Malena I. Replying to "I saw this today:N…It was published May 3rd 

2:12:12 Pamela A.  Do you have a mailing list ? 

2:12:20 Brandon I. Thank you. 

2:12:31 Trina C.  THank you for you for sharing your knowledge. It has been a pleasure listening to you, 
Dan. 

2:12:39 Emmanuel 
F. 

Reacted to "THank you for you fo..." with ❤️ 

2:12:46 Julie B. Thank you so much Dan 

2:12:54 Jeanette 
H. 

Thank you! 

2:12:56 Lalita S. Thak you so much. 

2:12:56 Michael S. So much fantastic info! Thank you Dan! 

2:12:58 Pamela A.  Thank YOU so much ! 

2:13:05 Veronica 
S. 

Thank you Dan and Scott 

 


